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Abstract: A crucial success factor in a technology driven market such as the chemical industry derives from the
ability to understand and interpret new technologies fast and convert this knowledge into a competitive advantage.
In search for procedures to advance corporate know-how faster, mathematical modeling is gaining more attention.
The new challenge for systems research is to create a new breed of computer-based technologies for assistance
and/or partial automation of the creative modeling process. Model Generation is a new modeling paradigm designed
specifically for rapid modeling of large multi-scale systems in the industrial practice. It proposes model building by
means of phenomena-oriented modeling languages. Automatic interpretation of high-level design languages for the
specification of the underlying physical and chemical phenomena leads to an equivalent set of system equations.
Computer-aided model generation enables engineering teams to formulate highly structured process models in short
amount of time. It also focuses the modeling effort onto the fundamental principles governing a process model
without the need for explicit coding of all constitutive and balance equations. This presentation outlines the solution
approaches and features of a prototypical computer-assisted modeling environment entitled TechTool, which is
being developed in an academic-industrial collaboration.
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1. Introduction

First principles process models play an important
role in development, design and control of chemical
production processes. Currently two types of
software tools are available for process modeling.
The first group offers modular software components
for the solution of very specific simulation problems.
Commercial flowsheet simulators such as HYSYS,
ASPEN+, PROSIM and diverse specialized codes for
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) or reaction
kinetic systems fall into this category. These tools are
highly specialized and do not allow expansion to new
situations albeit features to integrate low level
procedures in FORTRAN or C. The second category
of advanced modeling tools are general-purpose
equation-oriented environments, i.e. model editors.
Popular equation-oriented systems have been
developed by researchers at Carnegie Mellon,
Imperial College, and the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology among others [e.g. Piela, et al. 1991;
Barton and Pantelides, 1992; Abacuss, 1999]. Process
models are represented only by their mathematical
system equations. They also separate the model
declaration from the mathematical solution using
accepted solver algorithms. However, equation-
oriented process modeling requires implementation
of all constitutive equations by hand. For process

models of industrial size and complexity this may
amount to encoding several thousands or more
equations, which may render the entire modeling
effort prohibitively time-consuming and error-prone.

The aim of a distinct line of research is to
conceive new modeling paradigms, which lift the
equation-oriented modeling from the detailed
mathematical representations to the level of process
knowledge. It is expected to enable engineers to
generate mathematical representations of the systems
they study without specifically typing the detailed
system equations. Model building shall consist of the
declaration of elementary phenomenological building
blocks whose combination and aggregation within
physical devices will describe the desired model
situation. Several research groups report significant
progress in computer-aided process modeling
and simulation tools, i.e. model generators.
Stephanopoulos presented the pioneering Model.la
system for systematic computer-aided modeling
[Stephanopoulos et al., 1990]. A fully functional
advancement of Model.la (II) was presented and
demonstrated recently [e.g. Bieszczad et al., 1998].
MODKIT [Lohmann and Marquardt, 1996;
Lohmann, 1998] also aims at computer-aided
guidance for model evolution. Both environments
have ample graphical features and can automatically
generate gPROMS code for certain classes of
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processes. MODKIT provides features that support
the workflow of modeling process itself. Model
generation is also the focus of related systems
research, e.g. hardware-software co-design [e.g.
Sztipanovits et al, 1996].

1.1 Outline.

The article will discuss the methodology and
architecture of modeling environment for the
computer-aided model generation entitled TechTool
developed by the Laboratory for Product and Process
Design in collaboration with VAI. The
comprehensive model generation environment is
composed of three layers of abstraction. Section 2
introduces the lowest level, a Generic Mathematical
Language (GML) to expresses algebraic relations of
mathematical artifacts. On top of GML, phenomena-
oriented modeling (POM) languages are used to
generate mathematical expressions given a
phenomenological description of process model
discussed in section 3. Section 4 presents the third
layer of abstraction entitled meta-modeling for the
creation, augmentation and modification of the
vocabulary and semantics of modeling languages.
Section 5 will highlight implementation issues and
report preliminary results from the industrial case
studies.

2. A Generic Mathematical Language

The Generic Mathematical Language (GML) is a
declarative formalism for the specification of steady
state, dynamic as well as combined
discrete/continuous chemical process models. An
overview is provided here and readers are referred to
[Linninger and Krendl, 1999] for a more detailed
description.

2.1 Language Components

The GML roots in the Model Class that is used
to declare the mathematical correlations between
process parameters. Models are subdivided into
magnitudes, local functions and equations. The
Magnitudes are value holders that can assume
primitive types. The local functions define explicit
relations between defined magnitudes, or may be
procedures whose execution can be repeated with
different arguments. The Equations represent the
relationships between defined magnitudes. To run a
specific simulation experiment these models need to
be derived into problem instances. A Problem
Instance is used to specify the information for a
specific simulation, and offers parameterization of
the simulation run through symbolic and numerical
strategies. Fig.1 illustrates the relation among

problem instances and models. Note also that
problem instances allow for rearrangement of the
execution order of the underlying model. Equally,
equations or statements may selectively be switched
on or off.

2.2. Object orientation in equation-oriented process
modeling

An open problem of equation–oriented modeling
tools is related to reusability and organization of
large-scale libraries. Reuse of code is difficult due to
the encapsulation dilemma. The fundamental
building blocks of equation-oriented simulators are
mathematical equations. All equations and their
associated parameters, variables and constants need
to be visible to the designer and the mathematical
solver engine. This means that the granularity of
large-scale models needs to be as fine as its primitive
constitutive parts.

Object-orientation (OO) allows creating
organized chunks of information, expose relevant
aspects through an interface and hide internal details.
That makes OO technology the method of choice for
large-scale applications. Even though modern
equation-oriented modeling environments offer
object-oriented classes, these modeling objects do not
mask their internal complexity. The numerical
solution requires global access and detailed
knowledge of the classes internal structure and
organization.

As a possible solution to the encapsulation
dilemma, we propose a unique object inheritance
framework. It does not recognize traditional object-
oriented concepts like conventional objects and types.
In contrast, it offers model organization through the
interplay of four different types of object relations:
(i) prototype refinement by multiple inheritance
(ii) properties (iii) specialization and (iv) interfaces.

2.2.1. Prototype refinement by multiple inheritance

By using a use clause immediately after the
model declaration, a new refined process model can
be obtained. A simple code example is given in Table
1. A refined model class inherits all features, i.e.

MODEL

PROBLEMS

P1 P2 P3

INTERFACES

refines

has-a

I1 I2

M1

Fig.1. Overview of the Model - Problem - Interface
Class Hierarchy
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magnitudes, local functions and equations. There is
no restriction to the number of ancestors a derived
model may possess. Hence prototype refinement
supports multiple inheritance since models can use
several “parents”. Contributions from the parents can
focus on data attributes, e.g. magnitudes, or
functionality, e.g. local functions or block execution
statements. This refinement relation resembles the
prototype – traits inheritance of the SELF
environment, e.g. Agesen, et al. 1993.

model BK
define cp(T,A,B)=A+B*T+B/(T**2);
endModel
model  Fe_s_range1
use model from url "file://cpBK.ttmb" ;
define Tu = 298.15;
define To = 800.0;
define A = 14.964;
define B = 0.0280978;
define H = 0.0;
define cp(T)=if(T < To, BK.cp(T,A,B),0);
endModel

Table 1. Inheritance of a function. The enthalpy defined
in model BK is inserted into model Fe_s_range1

2.2.2. Properties

Properties. Models can be equipped with
properties by inserting an instance of earlier defined
model as a named property. The newly instantiated
property is a clone of the underlying model. Hence
the specific values of the property can be overwritten
in the derived model. A URL path notation is used to
link models distributed over the entire corporate
intranet or the World Wide Web. Fully web-
compatible access and maintenance is considered a
critical feature of the next generation of computer-
aided modeling tools.

Properties can be seen as a form of attribute
inheritance. Table 2 illustrates the GML code for a
process flowsheet composed of two reactors that
were generated using properties.

2.2.3. Specialization

Specialization converts a model into a problem
instance. The refinement of models is motivated by
the intention of a specific simulation experiment. Its
main purpose is (i) the refinement of magnitudes into
variables, parameters and constants, (ii) assignment
of starting and initial values as well as (iii) the

selection of desired solution strategy. Different
instances may make partial or full use of the
underlying modeling aspects, e.g. equations and
variables. Through the variation in the number and
distribution of selected constraints, i.e. equations,
variables or submodels, problem instances can
implement different versions reflecting different size
and/or increasing degree of complexity see Fig.1.
This flexibility allows developers to derive dissimilar
simulations, e.g. performance versus design
problems, with full reuse of the knowledge encoded
in the underlying model. Through models and
problem instances, GML provides clear separation
between the declaration of model equations and the
intention of a simulation experiment. This broadens
opportunities for code reuse and the creation of high
structured model libraries.

3. Phenomena-Oriented Modeling

Despite the unique object-oriented features of
GML, modeling on the level of mathematical aspects
only is time-consuming. It often requires specialists
whose limited availability is often insufficient for
unrelenting modeling efforts at all corporate levels.
Hence, an approach is pursued that would allow rapid
prototyping of equation-based process models
without typing of individual terms. This approach is
known as phenomena-oriented process modeling
which was conceived by Stephanopoulos [e.g
Stephanopoulos et al, 1990; Bieszczad et al, 1998].
We would like to demonstrate phenomena-oriented
model development via a simple case study.

Case Study
This subsection describes an educational

example of the phenomena-oriented generation of a
mathematical model for a simple reaction device. We
will use devices that delineate a certain physical
entity like reactors or process streams and
phenomena, which add specific properties to these
device such as a reaction or physical properties. The
modeling activity will entail assembling modeling
concepts by relating devices to each other or perhaps
adding specific functionality to them. Interpretation
of the aggregated modeling concepts leads to an
equivalent set of mathematical relations. In effect, an
equation-oriented process model is generated without
specifically editing any equations. To document the
modeling activity a model history stores all the
modeling steps. A brief discussion of the modeling
phases follows:

Initializing a model process: At first the modeler
selects a device and names it device D-1. Note that
this action immediately enters the model history that
keeps a log of all modeling activities.

model FLOWSHEET
…
include  REACTOR and reference as  R1  from url "file:
///d|//reactor.ttmod";
include REACTOR and reference as  R2  from url "file:
///d|//reactor.ttmod";
magnitudes
var X = 88;
endMagnitudes
functions
define  t1 ( )  = R1.mass + R2.mass;
endFunctions
…

Table 2. Partial code of a composite model
with two reactor attributesPREVIE
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